Summary of Submissions
Comments / Suggestions
Posted Submissions
Submission 1, 2,3,4
Support the Draft Landscape Masterplan for Hyland Road
Reserve. The Draft Master Plan has the potential to assist
in delivering key priorities of the Draft Cumberland
Cultural Plan, including:
–Improving cultural facilities, spaces and streets
–Enhancing place identity and activation
–Supporting cultural groups and individuals

Council response

Changes to document

-

Landscape Masterplan facilties the
inclusion of space for community
cultural facilty

No change is
recommended for
Submission 1,2,3,4

Opportunity for recognising Aboriginal
Cultural heritage

No change is
recommended for
Submission 5

Submission 5
growing diversity in the community and it would be a great
cultural experience for our community to have a Marae
that many cultures in our community can experience.
support the Draft Landscape Masterplan for Hyland Road
Reserve which are:
• supporting cultural groups and individuals
• Recognising Cumberland’s Aboriginal cultural heritage
• Enhancing place identity and activation
The draft masterplan provides reassurance clarity as to
how the land may be developed to be supported by the
needs of local community.

Comments / Suggestions

Council response

Submission 6 &7
a growing need for a sense of community it in the local
area. This area and community centre will, in my view
encourage community at the same time supporting local
Aboriginal people in the local area. The community centre
in turn will encourage local diversity, culture and identity
within our community
Have your Say Submissions
Respondent 1
Overall greatly support the plan, except that any dead trees
should not be removed from the site (as suggested by page
4, point 2), rather relocated on the site so as to not be a
safety issue, but still retain their habitat/ecological value (i.e.
hollows and logs especially).
Respondent 2
Shared paths are not popular especially with older persons
unless they provide a significant width and markings
Paths should have more shade at regular intervals
Avoid the use of loose gravel paths as they are not very
accessible for many with disability, older persons and parents
with prams
Respondent 3
Great to hear that this vacant land is to be cleaned up and
provided as an amenity for public use. It has been a natural

Changes to document
No change is
recommended for
Submission 6 &7

Plan refers to exotic dead trees and thin
Casuarinas, however note the need to
retain habitual and ecological values.

No change is
recommended for
Respondent 1

Ensure shared path widths are adequate to
standards allow separation of pedestrians
and cyclists, as per existing Lower
Prospect canal.

No change is
recommended for
Respondent 2

Shade trees are included in the design and
in future detailed plans.
No change is
recommended for
Respondent 3

Comments / Suggestions
oasis in suburbia, having a wide variety of native trees and
vegetation, which is a supporting habitat for many birds and
animals.

Council response

Changes to document

Respondent 4

Play equipment has been included in
the centre of the Reserve neat the
shaded picnic and BBQ areas and
public amenities.

Change is
recommended for
Respondent 4

Further design could include nature play
elements in accordance with
recommendations of the Playspace
Strategy being developed this financial
year.

Proposed play area
has been included in
the masterplan in a
central location

Walkway linking residents in Munro

Change is
recommended for
Respondent 5

Can this area please include some play style equipment for
children?
natural or indigenous edge playground
The national arboretum in Canberra has a wonderful
children’s playground to gather some ideas
Pemulwuy desperately needs more parks with growing
development, particularly a park with amenities!
Respondent 5
Does not want the proposed walkway from the reserve
connected to Munro Street.
.Putting a community centre here would cause
noise (which would echo across to Munro st and Gipps Rd)
and would further impact on traffic in this area
.A

better alternative for this space would be an area with
outdoor fitness equipment (much like the one that was
demolished due to asbestos on Gipps Rd) or an
environmental information space
There are already many community centres (Pemulwuy,
Greystanes Scout Hall, Merrylands)

Delete pedestrian link
to Munro Street.

Comments / Suggestions
having a space for community members to have picnics, ride
their bike and take their dogs for a walk is great, however it
needs to be for the community
Respondent 6
Development of a cultural or community facility with the view
to entering into a lease agreement was previously proposed
by Council, but due to many adverse issues not to mention a
dramatic adverse impact on local residents it was not able to
be pursued.
In terms of this number of people it provides a great deal of
concern covering:
1. large volumes of traffic bottle necking at the intersection of
Hyland and Gipps Roads
2. Insufficient onsite parking causing untold congestion and
residential issues in surrounding streets. A pedestrian access
from Munro Street would exacerbate this situation.
3. excessive noise (way in excess of the modelling covered in
previous reports)
4. increased pollution due to the dramatic increase in vehicles
5. lack of facilities leading to anti --social behaviour
Endangered Animal Species -The previous reports did not
cover this area nor included any mention of measures for
impact mitigation to endangered birds such as the black
tailed cockatoos and other selected animals which frequent
the area.

Council response

Changes to document

Change is
recommended for
Respondent 6
Delete pedestrian link
to Munro Street.

Comments / Suggestions
A report put out by Council in 2007 and again in 2013
indicates that all of the land behind Munro Street including
the land in question on the northern side of Hyland Road was
part of a Riparian corridor.

Council response

Changes to document

Proposal for an Arboretum involving DAY TIME ONLY
passive recreation needs further consideration.

Respondent 7
believe that there are already enough pre-existing cultural
community centres in the community
like to ensure that the native wildlife existing in that land
currently are protected & their environment promotes safe
housing for the flora & fauna (ie. Native Bats that migrate in
the park, Black cockatoos, Fairy Rens, Kangaroos etc

Change is
recommended for
Respondent 7
Delete pedestrian link
to Munro Street.

should just remain a green corridor with amenities, cycle
ways / walking paths, etc for the entire community to utilise
refer access only via Hyland Rd - There are existing
pathways already that allow easy access between Munro St
& Hyland Rd
Respondent 8
Belief in building strong communities through inclusion and
increasing diversity.

Supports current plan.

Comments / Suggestions

Council response

Changes to document

The Waitangi Festival brings over 6000 people from across
Sydney and abroad to celebrate culture and community
The draft plan provides the Cumberland Community with an
opportunity to create more connections and positive use of
the Hyland Road parklands

Respondent 9

Supports current plan.

the proposed design optimises underutilised land which
currently appears to be neglected and isolated. The
masterplan proposes to improve liveability of Greystanes by
providing a beautiful green spaces which are culturally unique
and offer environmental sustainability of the area
Respondent 10
Excited by the possibility of using Hyland Road Reserve for
the broader public use and with a cultural centre in mind.
Over the years, I have seen that land turn to wasteland and
underutilised.
Support the Draft Landscape Masterplan for Hyland Road
Reserve. The Draft Master Plan has the potential to assist in
delivering key priorities of the Draft Cumberland Cultural
Plan, including:
• opening the space with bike ways and pedestrian
pathways

Supports current plan.

Comments / Suggestions
•
•

Council response

Changes to document

new cultural facilities to bring more diversity and
inclusion in the area
replacing weeds with native flora and fauna

Respondent 11
Supports the Plan
Respondent 12
involved with local a Rugby league club

Supports current plan.

Supports current plan.

Family is in total support of the Hyland Rd reserve draft
Masterplan.
I see a need to recognise and celebrate Aboriginal culture
and heritage is important to maintain there is also a existing
and growing demand for community facilities in the local
area, able of catering to the needs of diverse communities
Believe it’s a beautiful space that’s not being utilised for the
community to enjoy. It’s of great importance to educate and
empower local community cultural groups and individuals
Respondent 13
in favor of improving the green space walkways and BBQ
areas

Change is
recommended for
Respondent 13

Comments / Suggestions
strongly oppose to the connecting walk way bridge from
Munro street

Council response

Changes to document
Delete pedestrian link
to Munro Street.

Strongly oppose the building of a community center on the
site due to the noise unsure of the operating hours and the
amount of people at a given time ,added traffic to the are
Respondent 14

Supports current plan.

support this proposal
believe the construction of a Marae will provide support,
shared responsibility and cultural significance for all
communities
Respondent 15
As a potential community organisation that could benefit from
the delivery of the Draft Hyland Road Reserve Landscape
Master Plan, the SMA strongly supports:
• The strong vision to sustainably develop a currently
underutilised public reserve – delivering the objectives of the
existing Plan of Management.
• The extension of the Cumberland Riverflat Forest along
Munro Creek – this will enable important revitalisation of
creek and improve the offering of native species on site.
• The extensive pedestrian network and public amenities
proposed within the reserve – these will allow for activation of
the site by all members of the community and provide
important connections to existing active transport networks in

Supports current plan.

Comments / Suggestions
the surrounding areas.
• The prominent location of a future cultural community facility
– this location will enable activation and passive surveillance
across the broader reserve and within the existing local
community.
Respondent 16

Council response

Changes to document

Supports current plan.

I see a need for more community facilities to empower our
diverse community the area that is proposed needs to be
utilised by the community bike tracks and walking paths bbq
area’s will definitely get used.
Respondent 17
I agree with the creation of more people friendly walkways
and creation of facilities such as bbq and toilet amenities (as
required to service the public’s need) so that outdoor
recreation can be enjoyed in conjunction with an appreciation
flora and fauna
Definitely no community hall or any other centre that would
encourage meetings/gatherings as this would negatively
impact not only the said flora/fauna we are trying to protect/
enjoy but all the residents
No to access from Munro St
should be done on a sun up/ sun down basis, similar to
Central Gardens

Change is
recommended for
Respondent 17
Delete pedestrian link
to Munro Street.

Comments / Suggestions

Council response

Changes to document

Respondent 18
No development, keep the site green.
Respondent 19

Supports current plan.

The reserve needs to be updated and improved to allow all
the community to enjoy the recreational area. At the same
time preserve the natural beauty flora and fauna occupying
the area
Respondent 20

Supports current plan.

an excellent addition to the community allowing our children
to have some sort of community hall where it is safe to go to
Respondent 21
strongly object to the building of a Community Centre in this
area
object to a link from this area to Munro Street
Respondent 22
Hyland Road Reserve Draft Landscape Masterplan is a great
idea for the community. Think it will work great for the future
and present families living in Greystanes.

Supports current plan.

Comments / Suggestions
Respondent 23
support this plan
project will bring people together and enhance the
development of connecting with different cultures

Council response

Changes to document
Supports current plan.

